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 Support for virtually all serial devices from major manufacturers and popular OEMs The converters in this section are easy to
use but often offer a lot of options and can be hard to configure. Converters such as the Windows COM/Serial/USB Bridge are
easy to use but have a lot of configuration options. The serial devices in this section are easy to use but often only offer a subset
of the configuration options available with most converters. This section of the page is for both converters and devices. Many
USB to Serial Converters such as the HP 100K2U can be used to connect many different USB serial devices. These converters

have many configuration options and are easy to configure, but are a bit clunky. Converters such as the Windows
COM/Serial/USB Bridge are easy to use, but have a lot of configuration options. These converters offer a lot of configuration

options and are very easy to configure. For instance, the Windows COM/Serial/USB Bridge has an option to ignore all incoming
text on a specific port when the computer is sleeping. For most PCs, the 100K2U is a better choice than the Windows

COM/Serial/USB Bridge. The HP 100K2U has a problem with some of the USB to Serial devices such as the 100K2U itself,
but the HP 100K2U has a few issues as well. The HP 100K2U has a smaller market share than the Windows COM/Serial/USB
Bridge, and a lot of the HP 100K2Us can only be purchased through eBay or Amazon. In addition to USB to Serial Converters

and USB to Serial Device Drivers, many converters can act as a USB to COM Bridge. This means that the converter can act as a
USB to serial to serial converter. These converters include both USB to serial adapters and USB to COM bridges. For example,
the Microsoft USB to COM Bridge is a good all around converter. The Microsoft USB to COM Bridge is designed to work with

many different Windows versions. The Microsoft USB to COM Bridge can connect most USB to COM devices and often
provides a lot of options. The Microsoft USB to COM Bridge is the best converters for most PCs, although other converters
such as the HP 100K2U can be purchased through eBay or Amazon. Some converters such as the HP 100K2U offer USB to

serial to serial or USB to COM to serial conversion. These converters are sometimes referred to as USB to COM bridges.
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